Yamsi Barn

By Stephen Most

The first cattle were introduced to the Klamath Basin in the winter of 1856 by Judge F. Adams, a California rancher who grazed his herd near Keno, and Wendolen Nus, who pastured his stock near the Klamath River. The first cattle ranch, however, was not established in the area until 1866. The devastating winters of 1879-1880 and 1889-1890 were major setbacks for Klamath Basin ranchers. The Southern Oregon cattle industry did not significantly recover until after the turn of the century. The Klamath Basin experienced a rapid increase in livestock ranches in the early decades of the twentieth century due to the vast acreage of free range—land still unclaimed and not part of a U.S. national forest—and cheap land sold by the Klamath Indians. In 1911, Dayton “Uncle Buck” Williams purchased the first portion of Yamsi Ranch from Native Americans. Ultimately, the ranch—pictured here in 2001—grew to 5,000 acres. Today, Yamsi Ranch, located in the mountains above Chiloquin, is a unique vacation destination for sportsmen and other outdoor enthusiasts. The Hyde Family (Williams’ descendants) has received conservation awards for restoring river banks and replanting trees. They strive for a world-class fishery and boast of raising their livestock naturally without hormones or antibiotics.
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